Hammer CLI - Bug #2887

global options --username nad --password should behave consistently and should override settings from config
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Description
Currently:
- foreman plugin ignores the options completely
- katello bridge is using it but global options should be stored in the context

Associated revisions
Revision 11b5a9c5 - 08/08/2013 01:44 PM - Martin Bacovsky
fixes #2887 - global options --username nad --password should behave consistently

Revision 90a61776 - 08/08/2013 01:53 PM - Martin Bacovsky
Merge pull request #4 from mbacovsky/2887_global_options_u_p
fixes #2887 - global options --username nad --password

Revision 3e048068 - 08/08/2013 02:21 PM - Martin Bacovsky
fixes #2887 - global options --username nad --password should behave consistently and should override settings

Revision 76624208 - 08/08/2013 02:25 PM - Martin Bacovsky
Merge pull request #5 from mbacovsky/2887_u_p_foreman_part
fixes #2887 - global options --username nad --password should behave con...

History
#1 - 08/08/2013 05:26 AM - Martin Bacovsky
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Martin Bacovsky
- Target version set to 1.3.0

#2 - 08/08/2013 10:28 AM - Martin Bacovsky
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved

This was fixed in following PRs:
- https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/4
- https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/5
#3 - 10/16/2013 04:12 PM - Dominic Cleal
- Project changed from Foreman to Hammer CLI
- Category deleted (44)